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Maya Popernik
Contributing Writer

numerous ways.
The students got to pick which department
their research would fallunder whether it was
psychology, business, science and much more.
This
includes
roundtable
group
discussions, poster presentations, panels, and
On Wednesday, April 17, 2019, Bryant various others.
They do this because studies show that
University held its annual celebration of
people learn in different ways, some may be
scholarship and creativity, known as RED19.
Events took place in several different areas visual learners while others may be auditory
learners.
throughout the campus.
Ihis event serves as an important
As a direct correlation of this event, the
administration had cancelled classes, so opportunity for individual growth, because
students would be able to attend al of the Bryant gives the students all the responsibility
different activities and countless events for this event and their presentations.
They own the process and control their
and they were given the ability to immerse
themselves in the world of knowledge research from start to finish.
The students get to pick their topic, and
occurring on campus.
Being present at these events showed from there must be able to apply their research
younger students what they can strive for in skills to their presentation. This event helps
their later academic and post-college careers. prepare students for the requirements that the
According to the Bryant University real work world demands of them.
They must learn how to manage their
website, RED19 stands for Research and
Engagement Day and this event has been a time, develop their effective communication,
part of this school's history for the past eight critical thinking, and information literacy
skills.
years.
The students who participated in the
Unique to Bryant, this day consists of over
75 sessions where more than 500 of Bryant's event had been working on their research for
finest andmost academically talented students months, utilizing the resources available to
get to demonstrate their knowledge to others them such as professors.
During the months preparing for this
on a variety of different subjects.
The abilities an individual must be able to event, they performed real-life case studies,
showcase inside this event are their creativity to help reinforce the credibility of their
presentations.
and academic excellence.
What separates this event from others is
Each session varies among different topics
and the students performed presentations in the interactive portion.

The events allowed students in the
audience to be a part of the presentation by
being able to ask questions and engage with
the presenters, who in turn could give an
educated, response.
One of the main events students liked to
attend was the panel of research professors.
This panel was set up in a way that students
were able to ask open-ended questions about
the research they have performed in the past
and what preparation and skills it took for
them to get where they are today.
This makes for an interactive and open
community and may motivate students to
enter the world of research.
It also provides students with an
opportunity to build relationships with
professors they might not previously have
known or had the chance to engage with.
These relationships could blossom into
mentorships to last a lifetime.
Judging from the success of this year's
event, it would be no surprise looking into
the future, to see this event grow even more
popular and successful.
It seems to have an extremely positive
effect on the Bryant community, based on the
reactions of the students in attendance, the
student presenters, as well as the faculty who
organized it.
It is clear that Bryant aims to help its
student population be well-prepared for
success in their academic careers and events
such as RED will be a key part of that
achieving that goal.
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Department of Public Safety Log
VANDALISM Apr 14,2019-Sunday at 09:41
Location: Westerly House
Summary: DPS received a report of a fire extinguisher being expended in Westerly
House.
FRAUD Apr 17, 2019-Wednesday at 11:15
Location: DPS DISPATCH CENTER
Summary: DPS received a report of a student being the victim of an on-line phishing
emaiL
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT Apr 17,2019-Wednesday at 17:53
Location: UPPER CLASS STUDENT/GENERAL PARKING D
Summary: DPS received a report of a minor motor vehicle accident with no reported
injuries.
LARCENY Apr 12, 2019-Friday at 10:28
Location: Cumberland House
Summary: DPS received a report from Housekeeping reporting two floor mats were

stolen from Cumberland House and Lincoln House.
EMT CALL EMT CALL / MEDICAL SERVICES RENDERED Apr 13,2019-Saturday at
00:55
Location: FIRE ACCESS RD
Summary: DPS received a report of a male student that is intoxicated. EMS was
activated. Patient was transported to Fatima Hospital by Smithfield Rescue.
VANDALISM (SCHOOL BUILDING) Apr 13,2019-Saturday at 09:00
Location: Warren House
Summary: DPS received a report from Housekeeping that ceiling tiles have been
damaged in the hallway of Warren House.
VANDALISM (SCHOOL BUILDING) Apr 13,2019-Saturday at 18:40
Location: Barrington House
Summary: DPS received a report of a broken window on the second floor of Barrington
House.
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"We need a president who will treat soaring drug costs as
the national emergency it is—unlike Trump, who continues
to let drug companies' greed kill Americans. When we are
in the White House we will lower prescription drug prices
by half."
-Bernie Sanders, 4/24/19 (@BernieSanders)
11*

"This generation of climate activists is tired of inaction, and
they've caught the attention of leaders all over the world. So
while this challenge is only getting more urgent, they show
us the kind of action it'll take to meet this moment."
-Barack Obama, 4/22/19 (BarackObama)

Devastation from the tornado (Getty Images)

Vivianne Brandao
Contributing Writer
On Sunday, April 14th, a
massive storm passed the South
killing eight individuals and
several injured.
Of the eight victims killed,
three of them were children.
The immense storm of
tornados and flooding left 90,000
people without electricity in
Texas, Mississippi, Louisiana,
Arkansas, and Georgia.
The weather service presented
an EF-3 tornado hit with winds
of 140 mph (225.3kph).
Two of the children, aged 8
and 3, died on a back roadin East
Texas after a pine tree destroyed
the car, they were in.
In addition, at least one
person has died and more than
20 others were hurt after the
tornado hit the Caddo Mounds
State Historic Site inEast Texas.
The individual was a woman,
who deceased from the critical
condition she was in.
In terms of damage, the
tornado compressed most of the
south side of Franklin, Texas.
Residencies in the city also
suffered from the storm and
destroyed the foundation of
many homes.
In addition, the small town of
Alto's school district dismissed
classes until its school buildings
were ensured to be safe.
The storm destroyed nearly 55
homes, a church, four businesses,
a duplex, and part of the local
housing authority building.
Strong rains and storm
were seen in Mississippi, which
continued into Saturday night
as the storm shifted towards the
east side.
In northeastern Mississippi,
Roy Ratcliff, aged 95, was killed
after a tree fell right on top of his
trailer.
Nineteen people were brought
to hospitals, which involved two
individuals who were in lifethreatening conditions.

During this time, a tornado
was stated to be 140 miles
southeast of Memphis.
In Hamilton, Mississippi,
Robert Scott, 72, was brutally
awaken and found himself in
his yard after a tornado took
out most of his home off of its
foundation.
His spouse, Linda, was found
in a completely separate part of
their house.
Fortunately, both survived
and found each other on their
hands and knees, crawling
through the small fragments that
were left of their house.
John Moore, a National
Weather Service meteorologist,
stated that most likely a twister
hit in the Vicksburg, Mississippi,
area.
Although no injuries were
established, many businesses
and vehicles were in terrible
condition from the harsh storm.
In New Albany, Mississippi,
the storm destroyed the roof of
a hotel and at Mississippi State
University, it was reported that
21,000 students hid in basements
and hallways as the tornado
moved closer to the university's
campus.
Trees had collapsed and slight
damage was reported in the
residence halls.
The storm also included flash
floods in Louisiana, where two
deaths were reported.
A
13-year-old
named
Sebastian Martinez drowned in
a canal right after the flash flood
hit Bawcomville, near Monroe.
On top of this, one individual
was killed when a car below
waters in Calhoun.
As time passed, the storm
began to move towards Alabama
where a likely tornado took
out the power and ruined
many mobile homes in Troy,
approximately 50 miles south of
Montgomery.
The storm ultimately put
nearly 90 million individuals
in danger as it uncontrollably
moved east.

"The great biologist E.O. Wilson says ants, termites, bees,
and people are the most successful species because they're
the best cooperators. This #EarthDay, let's renew our
commitment to working together as we explore new ways
to protect our planet for future generations.
-Bill Clinton, 4/22/19 (@BillClinton)
"Today, too, let us join in prayer with the C h r i s t i a n
community of Sri Lanka, which was struck by terrible
violence on Easter Sunday. We entrust to the risen
Lord the victims, the wounded and all the suffering.
#PrayForSriLanka"
-Pope Francis, 4/22/19 (@Pontifex)
"It's Earth Day— more important than ever. Let's provide:
- Clean water
- Renewable Electricity
- Access to the Internet
for everyone on Earth.
Let's go!"
-Bill Nye, 4/22/19 (@BillNye)
"It was great to swear in Keith Cardoza today. He is
a highly qualified, excellent addition to the Workers'
Compensation Court."
-Gina Raimondo, 4/22/19 (@GovRaimondo)
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Fast News of the Week This year's Holy Week
was not Christianity's
- On Tuesday, April 23, 2019, Donald Trump
stated that he does not intend to cooperate with
week due to tragedies
the investigation by House Democrats.
Matthew Carvalho
News Editor

- On Easter Sunday, over three-hundred people
were killed in Sri Lanka from an attack by ISIS
- The Stop and Shop strikes have ended
- Offshore wind developers plan to invest $4.5
million dollars in the state of Rhode Island

1

- The Rhode Island House of Representatives has
passed a resolution in ordenlo ask the state health
department to establish standard protocols for
detecting sepsis
- Massachusetts Senate President Karen Spilka did
say Tuesday that she is going to work with outside
interest groups and members in both of the
parties to study the topic and produce legislation
for the 2021-22 session.
- The Philippines threatens to start a war over
garbage with Canada
- A French Warship passes through the Taiwan
Strait which is a rare event to occur
- The Boston Bruins defeated the Toronto Maple
Leafs in Game Seven of the first round of the
NHL Playoffs
- China does plan to construct a base on the south
pole of the moon in space
- Kim Jung Un landed in Russia on Wednesday to
meet with Vladimir Putin
- Vietnam broke their record for the hottest day
in the country, which is now one hundred and ten
degrees
- Giant turtles are finally coming back to the
country of Cambodia after a long absence did not
look good for the turtles and for thew country of
Cambodia

Last week was Christianity's holiest
week, but not its best week.
The first disastrous event occurred on
Monday, April 15, 2019, when the NotreDame de Paris Cathedral in Paris, France,
set one fire.
The building was badly burned,
especially on the roof and the outside of the
building. Ttie upper walls of the building
also suffered severe damage.
The inside of the building did not
sustain too much damage because of many
precautions that were in place in case if an
event like this did return, but some of the
cathedral's art and historical pieces were
destroyed by the flames.
To make matters worse, three people
did suffer injuries from the fire.
However, no one died from the tragedy.
A fundraising campaign was launched
to help repair the cathedral, and on its first
day, it raised over eight-hundred million
euros.
France's President, Emmanuel Macron,
hopes for the cathedral to be repaired
before the 2024 Summer Olympic Games
begin in Paris, but it has been estimated
that it may not be completely repaired for
at least another twenty years.
Notre-Dame is a cathedral belonging to
the Roman Catholic Church which began
in the twelfth century.
Soon after the event occurred, Pope
Francis tweeted out, "Today we unite in
prayer with the people of France, as we
wait for the sorrow inflicted by the serious
damage to be transformed into hope with
reconstruction. Holy Mary, Our Lady, pray
for us. #NotreDame" (Twitter).
United States President Donald Trump
joined in on making his thoughts known
about this on twitter when he said, "So
horrible to watch the massive fire at Notre
Dame Cathedral in Paris. Perhaps flying
water tankers could be used to put it out.
Must act quickly!" (Twitter).
France's Ministry of the Interior
responded to Trump's tweet with class
when they announced, "Hundreds of
firemen of the Paris Fire Erigade are doing
everything they can to bring the terrible
#NotreDame fire under control. All means
are being used, except for water-bombing
aircrafts which, if used, could lead to the
collapse of the entire structure of the
cathedral." (Twitter).
Much of the inside of the cathedral was
preserved and people have continued to
support France and the cathedral.
The exact cause of the fire is not
completely known, but it is theorized
that it was just an accidental fire and not

intentionally caused by anyone.
This is not where tragedy would end for
the Christians and their Church.
On Easter last Sunday, there were
bombings that took place in hotels and
Christian churches in the country of Sri
Lanka.
Over three-hundred and twenty people,
including people foreign to Sri Lanka, were
victimized and murdered in these heinous
attacks.
On Tuesday, April 23,2019, the Radical
Islamic terrorist organization known
as ISIS claimed that they were the ones
behind the attacks.
It is believed that these attacks were
revenge for the shooting in New Zealand
earlier this year that killed over fifty
members of the Islam faith.
Like the fire in the cathedral, many of
the world's leaders spoke out about the
tragedy.
During his Easter Speech, Pope Francis
said, "I learned with sadness and pain of
the news of the grave attacks, that precisely
today, Easter, brought mourning and pain
to churches and other places where people
were gathered in Sri Lanka... I wish to
express my affectionate closeness to the
Christian community, hit while it was
gathered in prayer, and to all the victims of
such cruel violence".
Donald Trump sent out his condolences
to the country and its people when he
tweeted out, "Heartfelt condolences from
the people of the United States to the
people of Sri Lanka on the horrible terrorist
attacks on churches and hotels that have
killed at least 138 million people and badly
injured 600 more. We stand ready to help!"
(Twitter).
Now although it was not 138 million
people that were killed in this attack, the
president's sentiments are still felt through
his tweet.
This has been one of the many recent
attacks from not only ISIS, but people
in general who are out to hurt and kill
innocent people.
Over ten members of the Jewish faith
killed late last year, over fifty members of
the Islam faith killed earlier in this year,
and now over three-hundred of members
of Christianity, the cousin of both of the
previous faiths named, were killed as well
just a few days ago.
It is clear that the world we live in is
a dangerous place, but it is also clear that
there are plenty of people who are against
this sort of behavior.
It is a shame that hundreds of people
have to die these painful and martyrish
deaths.
The Christian faith has taken a beating
over the last Holy Week, but hopefully
people from all faiths, races, and beliefs
can work together and live in peace.

Interested in Current
Events? Do you like to write?
Then submit articles to
archway@bryant.edu
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Artificial intelligence in business
Joseph Cincotta
Contributing Writer
Artificial Intelligence is a topic of conversation that has been becoming more and
more prominent as time goes on. It is an avenue of technology that gives individuals, in
the business world specifically, the ability to accomplish innovation to a degree that has
never been attainable in the past. The most interesting part is, Artificial Intelligence is
now on the forefront of technological advancement and is developing at a pace that is
much more rapid than those have predicted in the past. In the business world,it is viewed
as an instrument that can expedite processes and give executives the chance to plan out
real-life aspects of their business in the digital world.
But that isn't where it ends. There are more positive outcomes for the business world
when it comes to the development and acceptance of Artificial Intelligence. One of the
main significances to the adoption of this technology is the ability to deter and avoid
fraud. A huge discrepancy, when it comes to business transactions, is the possibility of
involvement of a fraudulent scenario. With this technology, computers would be able
to identify and mitigate the risk of fraud through their own digital language. This goes
hand in hand with security as well. Businesses have the advantage of being much more
secure in the digital world when involving themselves with AI. It is much easier for a
computer to identify security threats through a digital code rather than designating one
or more employees to oversee this aspect of the business environment.Not to mention, is
may be pricy to adopt this security in the short-run, but over time, it will become much
less expensive for businesses in the long run given the fact that it is a fixed, initial cost.
Another topic of conversation that has to do with the positive business impacts of AI
is the improvement of the customers experience. These AI platforms have the ability to
screen the consumers preferences, and promote favorable products based on decisions
that the consumer has made in the past. This can help businesses significantly because
they will not have to gear as much attention towards satisfying the consumers wants,
given the fact that the Artificial Intelligence can do almost all of the work on its own
through its own processes.
Finally, the last incentive for businesses to adopt AI technology is through the positive
impact that it has on the Human Resources department. Recruiting, Interviewing and
Onboarding are some aspects that HR has to deal with very often. These representatives
dedicate significant portions of their time focusing on these tasks. With the adoption
of AI, many of these processes would be expedited to a significant degree. In terms of
Human Resources, AI would also have the ability to identify and correct the impact of
unhappy customers and employees. This would be able to reduce the workload of the

Human Resources Representatives, giving them the chance to focus on other tasks that
may have been overlooked in the past.
Artificial Intelligence is an aspect of technology that is not only moving at a rapid
pace, but also has the ability to transform businesses in a very innovative way.It is on the
rise and if businesses want to get ahead of the curve and harness its full potential, it is
smart to start looking into the positive influences it can have in the near future.

Artificial intelligence can greatly benefit businesses (Roosboard)

The Apple Card is coming soon
Although this product was just recently announced, critics were quick to point out
the flaws of this product. For one, Apple card is only worth it for Apple using customers
because of the wallet app on the Apple Device.Ido not see this as a major problem because
as it is, Apple dominates the cellphone market and a large amount of the population has
If there is one thing that we can all agree on, it is that Apple is the master when
at least one Apple device. For Goldman Sachs, this is unknown territory and they are
it comes to phones, computers, watches, and just about anything tech. At their March
stepping out of their comfort zone with this product. This may be alarmingto consumers
event last month, Apple released a number of new products and services, but there was
because of a lack of experience in this market butI for one, believe that Goldman Sachs
one that stuck out from the rest. The Apple Card. This is an upgrade on old innovation.
is experienced enough and will execute this product and service. The APR on this card
The company unveiled Apple Pay back in 2014, but this is a step up from that. Apple
is 13.24%-24.24% which some may argue is just as high as most other cards, but I think
pay is accepted at about 70% of U.S. retailers, and will soon be in over 40 countries.
that the pros of the card outweigh this con. Apple has said that there will be no penalty
Instead of just having the ability to connect your card to your phone to make purchases,
APR, returned payment fees, cash advance fees, over limit fees, annual fees, or foreign
consumers will now have the ability to get a sleek titanium card which will be connected
transaction fees which is great, but additional interest for late or missed payments will
to your apple device and allow the user to access all of their banking needs right at their
accrue.
fingertips. The company announced that they will be partnering with Goldman Sachs,
The product is set for release in Summer 2019. Although all is not yet known about the
who is trying to increase their consumer products, something that they have lacked
new Apple Card, one thing is for sure, Apple is on the prowl to enter into new markets. It
significantly in the past.
will be very interesting to see how this rolls out, and what markets Apple will enter next.
What's so good about this card? There are a number of perks that come with the
Apple Card that sets this apart from other normal credit cards. The selling point for
me is the cash back opportunities. The card has its own spin on cash back as you can
earn 3% back on Apple purchases, 2% back on purchases made with Apple Pay, and 1%
back on purchases made in establishments that do not accept Apple Pay. The cash back
is immediately put into the "Daily Cash" section of the app and there is no limit on the
amount of daily cash you can earn. This cash can then be used on anything that accepts
Apple Pay or issued as a statement of credit to the user.Ithink that this is a great feature
that sets the Apple Card apart from other cards. The cash back is certainly the highlight
of this new product but there are a few more perks that come along withit.
Both the physical and virtual card will not have any numbers on them. Keeping
online purchases in mind,Iinitially thought that this was an odd feature. However, for
transactions on apps or websites, the wallet app or Safari browser will autofill a virtual
card number for you. This is a smart element to add to this card because this will greatly
reduce the chance that your card number is stolen and used in fraud. Along with this,
users will be able to click on purchases and see a map of exactly where the transaction
occurred, in the case that the user does not recognize the purchase. The Apple Card app Apple making bold advertisements as always (Apple)
will have other features like face and touchID, budgeting tools, in app text support, and
a number of other cool features.

Brandon Bucci
Contributing Writer

If you find a place
that doesn't take
Apple Pay yet,
there's this.

Interested in business? Like to write? Send in a business article and get
published! Send articles to archway@bryant.edu
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Georgian businessman offers more
Cohen texts to rebut Mueller footnote
Stephanie Baker and Helena Caldwell
MCT Campus

In 2012, the Trump Organization announced plans to build a $250 million tower
in the Georgian Black Sea town of Batumi with the Silk Road Group, which paid him a
$1 million licensing fee. Rtskhiladze, a partner of the group's U.S. affiliate, had iielped
broker that deal. Plans for the tower were on hold until Trump announced he was pulling
out of the project in January 2017 just before he entered the White House.
The texts between Rtskhiladze and Cohen came a few weeks after an Access Hollywood
video was released showing Trump talking about kissing and groping women without
their consent, leading to speculation there were more compromising tapes to emerge. But
it was before a dossier of unverified allegations about Trump and his campaign, compiled
by ex-British spy Christopher Steele, was published.
The most titillating allegation in the Steele dossier was that Trump hired prostitutes
to perform a sexual act during a 2013 visit to Moscow. Trump has repeatedly denied the
allegation. Still, the possible existence of compromising tapes of Trump, while he was in
Moscow to attend the Miss Universe Pageant, has been the subject of fierce speculation
ever since Mueller began his investigation. No tapes have emerged.
Rtskhiladze said he provided his story to Mueller's prosecutors, meeting with them
twice and appearing before the special counsel's grand jury for more than 17 hours in
total.
Still, Mueller's report wrongly identified Rtskhiladze as Russian, the letter says. In
fact, he is from the Republic of Georgia but moved in 1991 to the U.S. and became a U.S.
citizen in 2017. "The mere suggestion that Mr. Rtskhiladze is cavorting with Russian
associates belittles his personal integrity and identity, tarnishes his reputation and
impedes his ability to do business in his native country," the letter said. Rtskhiladze said
he has nothing against Russians.
"Russia is a great culture," he said. "I'm just not Russian."

A Georgian-American businessman is accusing Special Counsel Robert Mueller of
"glaring inaccuracies" and sensationalizing texts about alleged salacious tapes involving
Donald Trump's 2013 trip to Moscow.
In a letter to U.S. Attorney General William Barr on Tuesday, lawyers for Giorgi
Rtskhiladze demanded a retraction to a footnote in Mueller's 448-page report onRussian
interference in the 2016 presidential election.
The letter says the footnote includes only part of Rtskhiladze's text exchange with
then-Trump personal attorney Michael Cohen, failing to provide the full context. The
FBI and Mueller's team "spliced the dialogue to produce the ugly insinuations and
allegations of Footnote 112 to attract publicity - all while impugning Mr. Rtskhiladze's
character," according to his attorney, A. Scott Bolden.
Bolden's letter provides a fuller version of the texts. While adding more information,
the messages probably won't settle speculation about possible tapes. Rtskhiladze, who
had business dealings with Trump, said in an interview Wednesday that his texts had
been misinterpreted to mean he'd seen and destroyed compromising tapes of Trump,
when he was only conveying a rumor.
Peter Carr, a Justice Department spokesman, declined to comment. Cohen didn't
respond to messages seeking comment.
Rtskhiladze said he's agreed to voluntarily testify before the House Intelligence
Committee in the coming weeks after receiving a written request from the committee's
chairman. Democratic Representative Adam Schiff.
The footnote disclosed part of a text fromRtskhiladze to Cohen on Oct. 30,2016, and,
after Mueller's report was released, prompted more questions than answers.
In his texts, Rtskhiladze tells Cohen: "Stopped flow of some tapes from Russia." But
in the footnote, Mueller dropped "some" from the text, which is a "crucial" word because
"it establishes the fact that Mr. Rtskhiladze had no knowledge of the tapes' content,"
according to the letter to Barr. Mueller didn't disclose the rest of the text exchange, which
shows Rtskhiladze didn't have direct knowledge of the rumor involving the tapes, the
letter says.
"It's not somethingItook action on," Rtskhiladze said in the interview. "It was not a
fact, just a stupid rumor."
Cohen then asks, "Tapes of what?"
Rtskhiladze responds, "Not sure of the content but person in Moscow was bragging
had tapes from Russia trip. Will try to dial you tomorrow but wanted to be aware. I'm
sure it's not a big deal but there are lots of stupid people."
Cohen says, "You have no idea."
Rtskhiladze responds, "I do trust me."
Rtskhiladze said the full exchange of his texts with Cohen shows he was only
communicating a rumor a friend had overheard at a Moscow party. He said his friend,
whom he declined to identify, called to alert him about the rumor because of Rtskhiladze's
business dealings with Trump. Rtskhiladze said he passed along the identity of his friend Giorgi Rtsl(hiladze is from the country of Georgia (Chance Yeh)
to Mueller.

Tesia is back to losing money as
revenue, cash and other key numbers
take the biggest tumble yet
Russ Mitchell
MCT Campus

program, was cut in half in January. It will be halved again in July, and will disappear
after Dec. 31.
The cheaper versions of the Model 3 present another problem: Can Tesla make a
profit
at the $35,000 price, when it's had so much trouble making a profit with far higher
Elon Musk envisions a glorious future when fleets of Tesla robo-taxis earn money for
average
selling prices?
Tesla owners and make all other automobiles instantly obsolete. The future, he said in a
Most
Wall Street analysts on average have soured on Tesla stock, lowering their target
presentation this week, starts next year.
prices, with several suggesting-that current Tesla stockholders sell now. But truebelievers
So far this year, however, Tesla's financial situation looks bleak.
The company reported Wednesday that automotive revenue in the first quarter fell remain, including Ark Invest, which has put a $4,000 target price on Tesla stock, with no
41%, to $3.7 billion from $6.3 billion in the previous quarter, a far deeper drop than date attached.
expected for sales for all its electric-car models — the Model S, the Model X and the
Musk for the first time sounded a downbeat note about Tesla's future in a tweet
Model 3.
Saturday, aimed at short sellers who are betting the company is grossly overvalued.
The sales slump in turn slammed the company's bottom line. The company turned
"Tesla is just trying to make electric cars & solar power for a better future for all. True,
unprofitable again after two rare quarters of positive earnings. The net loss was $702
we might not succeed, but why do they want us to fail?" he said. The tweet came after
million, after a $139 million profit in the previous quarter.
Tesla won a temporary restraining order against a short seller for allegedly interfering
Scarce cash got even scarcer. Cash on hand dropped from $3.69 billion at the end of
with
the filming of a Tesla running on driverless software.
last quarter to $2.2 billion. Operating cash flow turned negative — a net $640 million
On
Monday, Musk laid out a scheme to deploy an app-based fleet of driverless Tesla
going out the door over the three months versus a positive $1.23 billion in the previous
robo-taxis
by the end of next year. Tesla car owners could add their own cars to the
period.
Tesla shares, down about 22% for the year through Wednesday's close, were up about network and share revenue with Tesla. Safety advocates and a group of competing
1% in after-hours trading Wednesday, to about $262 a share.
automakers complainedthat the technology for driverless cars is not ready for wide-scale
The quarterly results buck up against Musk's goals and predictions. Last fall he told deployment. (Musk himself promised to send a driverless car from California to New
analysts he had "aspirations" that Tesla wouldpost positive net income and cash flow "for York in 2017, but that never happened.)
all quarters going forward."
Some stock analysts are wary of the plan, as well. "The Silicon Valley 'move fast and
As recently as January, with the decline in Tesla sales underway. Musk told analysts break things' approach — and I'm not just talking about Tesla — is going to encounter
he was "optimistic" about a first-quarter profit. "Not by a lot, but I'm optimistic about departments of transportation and state legislators and find out this is a lot harder than
being profitable in Q1 and for all quarters going forward," he said then.
they think it's going to be," said Joseph Osha of JMP Securities.
Until recently, many on Wall Street had predicted a great future for the Model 3.
Beyond robo-taxis. Musk is planning to manufacture a Model Y crossover, a roadster
According to Musk forecasts, the company should have been selling 500,000 a year by the and a semitruck. He said Monday an electric pickup truck will be unveiled later this year.
end of 2018, instead of the 146,000 it reported.
Where the money for such projects will come from is unclear. Cash flow is declining
Production problems led to service problems and delivery problems. Now the even as capital expenditures fall.
company appears to be facing a demand problem.
Goldman Sachs analyst David Tamberrino has a "sell" recommendation on Tesla
The Model 3 costs far more than the $35,000 base car that Musk had promised and stock, with a target price of $210. In a recent note to investors, he said that "sustained
only recently put on the market. The average price of a Model 3 remains more than positive free cash flow general that allows the company to self-fund growth" would
$50,000. The $7,500 federal tax credit for Tesla car buyers, following the terms of the improve his opinion of the company's prospects.
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Providence Bruins fall to Charlotte
Checkers 5-4 in Game 1
Matthew Carvalho
News Editor

On April 20, 2019, the Providence Bruins took on the
Charlotte Checkers in a barnburner of a game in the first
round of the AHL Calder Cup Playoffs. The P-Bruins
entered the playoffs for a seventh consecutive season,
and it was 22nd time the team appeared in the playoffs
in the 27 years that the franchise has been in existence.
Providence's starting line-up consisted of Zach Senyshyn,
Kyle Cumiskey, Peter Cehlarik, Gemel Smith, Jakub Zboril,
and with Zane Mclntyre in-net. Charlotte's starting line
up comprised of Josiah Didier, Trevor Carrick, Thomas
Jurco, Clark Bishop, Martin Necas, and Alex Nedeljkovic
as the starting goaltender.
The game was off to a fast start with a Checker shot that
was just a bit too wide, 50 seconds into the first period.
However, Charlotte redeemed itself when Morgan Geekie
scored with 18:31 minutes left in the game and while
being assisted by Nick Schilkey and Andrew Poturalski.
With a little over two minutes into the game, Charlotte
had another perfect opportunity to make the score 2-0,
but Mclntyre made a fantastic save. Once again, a missed
opportunity meant nothing to the Checkers when, with
16 minutes and 11 seconds left in the first period, Geekie
scored his second goal of the game with Schilkey and
Poturalski assisting him yet again. The P-Bruins played
incredibly sloppy for the first five minutes of the game.
With a little under 14 minutes left in the first, multiple
players were fighting for the puck behind the P-Bruins net,
leading for it to land on Mclntyre's head, stopping play.
Mclntyre seemed a little shaken and skated around the
defensive zone, but then went back in-net for play to begin
again. Following a face-off, Providence's Jordan ^zwarz
scored a goal between Nedeljkovic's legs arid was assisted
by Anton Blidh with 13 minutes and 45 seconds left in
the game. A little over a minute after the goal, Charlotte's
Stelio Mattheos committed the first penalty of the game,
which was a slashing penalty. There were only seconds left
in the powerplay when Providence's Cooper Zech scored
the tying goal with the assist from his goalie, Mclntyre.
Only 40 seconds had been drained from the clock
when Blidh scored the go-ahead goal for the P-Bruins
with the assist by Trent Frederic.After the faceoff that
resulted from the P-Bruins' goal, play stopped due to a
scuffle between multiple Charlotte and Providence players
near Providence's net. With a little under nine minutes
left in the first period, Szwarz was penalized for elbowing,
but Providence was able to kill it off. Providence's Paul
Carey had a perfect one timer with six minutes and 30
seconds left in the period, but it was stopped and saved by
Nedeljkovic.
With a little under four minutes left in the first period,
two more scuffles would occur, and soon after this,
Charlotte's Jake Bean was penalized for interference, but
this did not result in a powerplay goal for the P-Bruins.
Once the buzzer went off to alert everyone that the first
period had been concluded, another huge scuffle started in
the neutral zone, leading to a fight between Providence's
Chris Breen, who played more AHL playoff games than
any other member of his team, and Charlotte's Dan
Renouf Breen won the fight and both players received a
five-minute major for fighting, with Renouf also receiving
a penalty for cross-checking. WhenIasked Breen what it
was that made it get into the fight, he said, "Well,Imean,
Stempi made a hit at the end of the [period], and he kind of
got chased by a couple guys, andIkind of just got in there
and one of the guys droppedhis gloves andIfought him."
When the second period started, things got hard
hitting quickly. With about 14 and a half minutes left
in the second period, players were falling all about
after a faceoff, which led to Providence's Jack Studnicka
committing a slashing penalty. After a Charlotte player's
shot went off the post, Charlotte's Thomas Jurco scored
the tying powerplay goal and was assisted by Necas and
Bean. With a little under 10 minutes left in the second
period. Providence's Urho Vaakanainen committed a
holding penalty. Only seconds after the Providence's
penalty kill started. Providence's Breen was penalized for

The Providence Bruins fought hard in Game 1 but It wasn't enough to beat the Checiiers (theAHLcom)
cross-checking and Charlotte's Jurco was penalized for
roughing with 10 minutes and 31 seconds into the second
period. With a little less than nine minutes left, a Checker
shot what looked to be a goal, but it was stopped by a
beautiful save from Mclntyre. Charlotte's Julien Gauthier
scored a beauty of a goal while being assisted by Nicolas
Roy and Dennis Robertson, giving the Checkers a 4-3 lead.
Within two periods, Charlotte managed to get 21 shots on
net while Providence got 17 shots on net.
The thirdperiod started off as a slow-paced period with
a lot of fighting for the puck against the boards. With 13
minutes and 59 seconds left in the third period, it looked
like Charlotte scored another goal to make it 5-3. Players
from both teams raised their sticks to honor theplayer who
seemed to score, but the stadium erupted in cheers when
the officials waived off the goal. Seconds after the goal being
waived off,Nedeljkovic made a breathtaking save, only for
Providence's Carey scored the tying goal with assists from
Szwarz and Cumiskey. The fans' cheering immediately
turned to silence as Charlotte's Bobby Sanguinetti scored
the go-ahead goal with the assist coming from Roy.
With 10 minutes and 13 seconds left in the third.
Providence's Jeremy Lauzon got penalized for hooking.
Charlotte's Jacob Pritchard was caught soon after for a
tripping violation. With a little under five minutes left in
the period, Breen would once again enter the penalty box
for elbowing, but the Bruins were able to kill off another

penalty. With one minute and 34 seconds left in the
third, the P-Brui»s implemented a move of desperation;
they pulled out Mclntyre to empty their net and put a
sixth skater out on the ice. During this time, there were
two times when Charlotte looked like they were going to
capitalize on the empty net, but they only iced the puck.
With seconds left in the game, a Providence player made
fans gasp when it looked hke they almost scored, however,
it was stopped by Nedeljkovic. The Charlotte Checkers
defeated the Providence Bruins by a score of 5-4.
WhenI asked Breen about how hard-hitting he plans
for game two to be like, he said, "Yea,I think it will be a
lot of the same. It's playoff hockey, it's always pretty heavy
hockey andpretty fast,pretty hard-hitting. So, expect a lot
more of the same. They come in with a lot of speed. So, we
got to bring as much speed and make sure we get pucks in
the net and all that good stuff. So, we got to try to do our
best to kind of mitigate their speed and skill."
When asking Breen about how their defense plans to
play better, he said, "We got to really make sure we take
care of the puck. They got some skilled players who are
really good on the line rush and really good in zone. So,
we got to make we are getting pucks out, getting pucks
deep when we get a chance. We got to get a good forecheck
going on, try to help slow down their speed."
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Celtics are one step closer to the Finals
the minimum amount of games to make
sure that the Milwaukee Bucks did not get
any extra rest.
Another key player in this series was
Gordon Hayward. After returning from
The Boston Celtics are considered the last season's ankle injury, he was a mess
top team in the Eastern Conference this during the startof the season.He constantly
season. They have proven their potential struggled with his shots and explosiveness
after completing a four-game sweep offensively. However, Hayward has
against the Indiana Pacers on Sunday, improved his performance over the past
April 21, making for their first sweep in few weeks. He managed to score double
playoffs since 2011 when they beat the New figures in the last eight games of the season.
York Knicks in the first round. The Celtics Entering playoffs, Hayward continued to
are now looking forward to play against show his impressive comeback. This series
the No. 1 overall seed Milwaukee Bucks in he averaged 12 points, five rebounds, and
the second round of playoffs.
a 37.5 percent from three-point range. In
Yet, time must be taken to appreciate game four, he helped close out the series by
their impressive series win over the Pacers. scoring 20 points off the bench. These may
This series was expected to be one of the not be the best numbers, but the Celtics
most tied matchups in the first round of have proven to be a completely different
the 2019 playoffs. Furthermore, Marcus team when Hayward is playing at his peak
Smart's injury was forecasted to negatively performance. Hence, if they want to upset
affect the Celtics' success in this round. the Bucks, they will need to make sure that
However, although the four games were he keeps playing at this level.
fairly even, they managed to win every
The Celtics are the first team to advance
single one. Boston simply out-scored the to the second round. As the conclusion of
Pacers in the 4th quarter of the last three the firstVound
comes to an end, they now
games. They scored 61-42 versus the have plenty of time to rest. The Milwaukee
Pacers in the last five minutes of games 2, Bucks, who find themselves one game away
3 and 4. The Celtics won these final games from sweeping the Detroit Pistons, appear
by a combination of 20 points, marking to be their second round opponent. In last
the difference in this series. Along with year's playoflfs, the Cehics managed to beat
that, the Celtics were also looking to play the Bucks 4-3 in the first round. This year.

Carlos Mustelier
Contributing Writer
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Contributions from many players helped the Celtics advance to the second
round of the playoffs (Andy Lyons)
they are looking forward to do the same
and reach the Eastern Conference finals.
However, they must first take these rest
days to work on a couple of things that will
be necessary in order to make this upset
happen.
After game four versus the Pacers,
Kyrie Irving was asked about the rest
of the Eastern Conference, as well as,
Boston's potential path to the Finals to
which he responded, "Honestly, I'm not
really paying attention to who is the top

team in the conference during the regular
season. Those wins are racked up already.
Those are pretty set. Ithink at this point
it's about who can beat a team in a sevengame series? It's just a reset button. We
know what to expect." He then added, "We
now get a chance to prepare. Now everyone
knows each other's plays and now it's just
about playing a great brand of basketball."

Tiger Woods roars once again
Emma Gobbi
Contributing Writer

The 2019 Masters Tournament took place this past
Sunday, April 14, in Augusta, Georgia. The Masters is one
of four major tournaments in professional golf where 87
golfers compete on the 72-par course. Tiger Woods won
his fifth Masters' titleon Sunday, markingan unthinkable
comeback from injury and personal hardship that ended
an 11-year-long championship drought. This is Woods'
15th major championship win at 43 years old.
As Tiger stepped up to the tee box on the 18th hole, it
seemed as if everybody on the Augusta course was there

for him. "I was just trying to plod my way along the golf ultimate comeback, as well as, proof that he is still one
course all day, then all of a suddenIhad a lead," Woods of the best golfers. At Woods' press conference following
said after his victory. "Comingup to 18, it was just trying the win a reporter asked, "People have struggles in their
to make a five. WhenItapped the putt in —Idon't know lives, personal struggles, physical struggles, and you've
whatIdid.IknowI screamed."
overcome these things. What message might you say to
Only a year and a half ago, the big question was not people who are struggling?" Woods thought for a moment.
whether Woods would win another major tournament, "Well, you never give up," he said. "That's a given. You
but whether he would ever play competitively again. He always fight. Giving up's never in the equation."
has faced multiple injuries, an infidelity scandal, and
In April of 1997, Tiger Woods was the first African
prescription drug abuse. Tiger is theepitome ofresilience. American man to play in the Masters. "All blacks have
He has endured eight back and knee surgeries, in which hoped and prayed for a day like this to come," Lee Elder,
the recovery was not easy.
a retired golfer, said with emotion. "I felt like it would,
Woods was not always as loved as he is now due to butIdidn't think it'd be this soon with this young man.
a scandal that happened 10 years ago, but with this win To see someone like him win here in 1997 ...." 21 years
he proves his dedication to the sport. This win is the later. Tiger Woods did something that nobody thought
he could, win the Masters once again.
As we all watched Tiger drop his last putt at Augusta
National, we witnessed a very different man celebrating
his fifth Masters win. Someone who was genuinely happy
when the ball sunk into that 18th hole. We watched a
different man than the one we had come to know earlier
in his career. Tiger was filled with gratitude and pure
joy. You could see it in his eyes, inhis celebration, and in
the way that he hugged his loved ones. He knew he was
lucky to be back and lucky to be talented enough to win
another major title. Tiger rose from his past; he did not
let past situations affect the way he continued to do what
he loves: golf. Woods has come a long way from scandals
such as, the car crash at his house in Orlando in 2009,
the endless affairs, the DUI arrest, the back surgeries and
much more.
Tiger Woods' win showed the world what it means
to not give up, and it showed the world that your past
does not define the type ofperson one is or the talent they
have. No matter what someone has gone through, if they
have enough passion and drive, then they can accomplish
the goals they set for themselves.

Pure passion from Tiger Woods as he winshis first Masters since 2005 and gets his first major victory since
2008 (Larry Nichokon)
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First Parents^ Weekend
Well Received by Att
BeuBint smtle* utd the easily dicceraible look at content
we« the order of tMRgt during the two days amVtwo nightE that
Bdii«d u» to a Uchlr cucc«asfttl Pintt Awoal Pwrtnfs Weekend.
It WM tlw rifht Onse^ the ri^ht place and the i>i*ht ciraanwtafljce*
—or so It MMita, th*t mad* thij weektnd just part so »Tiioy«bU.
The first order of bastness was the Mystiqae Coffee Oouse held
in fae Wigwam on Friday mght. Appearinjr before a full house,
til* Choralains and the StardiMt«r«, under th* dirtetioii of Mitt
Ruth t^pp and ProfcMOr Ratpb Handy, ree^pcctivily, out-did tkemstJvi* In one of their best serformancea, Ertti the band'* *tudent
diri»t»r, Peter Cralix«r, noted with d*li|rht t]uit hi« |t»ap mvwt
be good Moce many of the parents and Btndente a* well danced to
the sontemporary «train« of the Starduaters!

The e»U«Ke eoaU intp!e«ent
a graduate ccheol pro^m aa
early •« this full, if certain ma|or eonfiderations could be «f-

fectad prior to tkit ti»«, ac
cording to remarks made at the
Senior cliuis meetlnK a we^
ago, by Vl«! Pre»W«at Manton.
Th« idea af an MBA progtam
has been approved by Dr. Hostntt and the Board of Tnutoee,
and actajally sJl that remains
to be done ii to locate an indi

owned apartment houMS next to
Alumni Hall on Benevc^ent
would serve an
for the
progrram. With the exception,
all ffrad classes would he held
in present claserooms.
la svite ot the hoavy downponr, many pareala and studenta
turned out ftor the Activities f*ir, a presentation of the actiritie*
and Greek orgaolzations on campos.

hurry.

Only to dollars.
See Joe Duffjr or
Dure

PimtkB.

Friday, AiwU 3», 1»»

According to Mr. James EBtay, also a speaker at the inoetine, five new PhD's are being

with no hndnost tkackground.
Present Bryant nndergrBds,
however, coold intmediately take

hired for September, since accreditation anthovitiea have dic

advanced cowi-ses of 30 hours
credit. Ifi hoped that the
foundation course* wtU start )»
September.

tated that sm tndtridual most
hold a Doctorate to b« a departmetit head. These persons are
being ehocen for their teaching
skill in addition to their knowl
edge, and will also be respon
sible for working on grad prosrrsniB.
Br. Manlon stated that In the
future, the college would be
drawing more heavily on Janior
CoUeges. It will, therefore, be
necessary to offer a program
which will ai>p«al to BA, liberal
arts, and Engllih jn^ads. Pottitdation eonrsot totaling 18 bottvs
would apply to those students

Plans call for the number of
majors to double by the time
we i»ak« the Tapper campus
move. Included woald b« Fi
nance, Hotel Matiagoment, and
Behavioral sscienros. Provision
has been made for growth—o»r
grid department wilt not be
limited to MBA degrees.
Management seminar courses
in the fall will be changad.
Either a gome-theory course
will be worked out utilising the
(Continued on Page 6)

Have the Greeks Died at Bryant?
Xiately, it seeois thstt with i^I
the critieisin dlroetod at the
Greeks and ttke pledging policy,
the implication is that the
Creeks sre dying at Bryant,

On Saturday morning, all began wctU with bnmch being served
in tko dining hall- Tours of the campus began later in the rooming,
but they had to be curtailed because of a heavy downpour that
continued until inid-aftemoon. Indudad fn the morning's program
was an activittes fair held in tba gym and staged by the Senate Without getting emotional or
orguiisations. Parent# (Muraded leisurely up and down the rows
sob/ectlvely invohrod, this ar
of
banner*, md trophies, eommenting and asking qtiestiom
ticle will attempt to giv* an ob
as th«r proeeedod toward the highlight of th* fair. Placed on the
jective
explanstjon through
stage as an eye catching attraction was the model of the new
campus on the TuRper property
in Smfthfleld. Tho model was
——
—-——
snp^lentanted by pieturos of the
ares and poawibk dormitoiir
eonceptioas prepared by the
arekitect. Fe* parents missed
the display, «id most of than
coxmnetitMl favormlnly eottcenu'ng
the bright fotur* for Bryant on
th« new campus.

The higidlekt of tlie Activities Fair were the morals and the
scale model of the sew Topper Campus complex. Doog Haxlett
CLeft) exiKMinds on one aspect of th« plaaniag to i»£#r«sted par
ents.
these two IngTedients made this
the highpoiirt of t^e weekend.
The discussioM gave the parents
the opportunity to become a part
of the college life for the first

plKMe

Grad School Could Begin in September

vidual who can become Cean of
the Gradaate Proeram. The
bottom floors
of ^ colliete-

Special lectures with Satn
Knox giviiig an outlook for the
stock market Qws year, John
JoHey sxplaining many of the
aspects oS the dnig problem for
todi^'s youth, and Jim Bstey
disttissing the causas behind to
day's stodemt unrest, made Sat
urday kftamoon envsgoratSog
for both parents and stodente
as well as the thx«e guest loeittrtm. Question and atwwer per
iods were & major part of this
segRiemt of the invgrajii, and
s«tiva is only a mild term tiiat
would d«scribo the participation
in each of the three cttscussitms.
Th« three topks wore of current,
interest, the tJjree lecturais w«re
highly able in their xespective
subjects (despite an opening
comment by Mr. ILnoxl, and

M«9 LBIWER
N«w on to

time. It gave them an interest,
although the interest was al
ready there by virtoe of their
presence.
(Continued on Page 3)

ftgures and aecomplishments of
what the Greeics stand for at
Bryant,
Figures have boon compiled
of all tha iMdera on campns:
dorntitory council—75% a«i
Greeks
dormitory presidents ~ 77%
arc Greeks
dormitory vice-prtesidents —
art Greelcs
dormitory secretariSs — 76%
are Gi«dci
dormitory trtasurer —
are Greeks
resident SMiatftnts — 42%
are Gr*«ks
class oiTleer?: pT«^denU
75^ are Greeks
vlco-presidenU — Jl)0% 'Aro
Greeks
«ecr«tarie»—50^ are Greehs
treasurers —
«r* Grotkis
if^orts: basketball— (vanity)
S09S: are Greeks
(^^hmen) — <60% are Greeks
bateball (returning varsity}—
7756 are Greeks
tennis — 33® «« Greeks
golf —
are Greeks
croM cosntry —
aire
Qtmk%
Out oif tlw 19 recoirntxed cfeslwt

m dunjms, 88% of the presi
dents are Greeks. When it came
time for the administration,
faculty, and «twlenta to chose
Who's Who in American Colleges and Univetsitiet, 12% of
those chosen were Greeks.

When considering only those
activities not sponsored by the
6Tc«lt»-~S4% have Gret^k ieatiers. If all the activities of Bry
ant College are includod, 77%
of all the loaders of th* activi
ties are Greeks. This is a high
percentage considering Slat the
Greeks maintain 27% of the stodeat body.
Accot^ing to the National InterfrAtemity cauncD, 10% of the
student body lieing Gredc on aiqr
college campus represents a
strong Greek system. Bryant
has S7%!
What has this 3fl% d(m*? In
iJw area of charity attd pttbHc
servicsi the individual Greek
orgaaixationi or the Greok Let
ter Council BE a whole have
sponsored the foUowIng activi
ties:
Blood drive
Heart Fond drive
United Fund
March of Dime*
Pit^raos for Providence
Ked Cross and Children's
Youth Center
Car Wash for Biafra
Biafra Drive
Foreign Child Adoption
Blackatone Valley Community
Action Program
Peanup Butler Hospital
Cancer Eafflle
Lakeside Children's Home
Bojrs' Club Christmas Party
(Continued on Page Z)
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Ansem: a mystery in Kingdon Hearts
Matthew Carvalho
News Editor

organization. This heartless was known as Ansem.
Before everything became way too complicated in the
storyline, Ansem was the main antagonist of the original
Kingdom Hearts game. If you look at only the original
game, the story is much simpler. Ansem was not known
as a heartless at the time, but rather a simple scientist
who once ruled over Radiant Garden and wanted to take
over Kingdom Hearts and he had the power of darkness
on his side. He Is a character who has followed players
since the game's beginning and is the one who fans have
been most familiar with. Ansem is Tetsuya Nomura's
first main Kingdom Hearts antagonist, and even though
Master Xehanort has been the overarching antagonist
of the series up to Kingdom Hearts III, Ansem still has
a special connection with the fans who, like myself, have
been playing since the beginning. Starting from a time
when the series did not have a record of being incredibly
confusing, Ansem started off simple unlike some of the
other characters, and fans were able to watch the evolution
of his character, including a change in voice actors. His
original voice actor was Billy Zane (yes, the guy that
played as Caledon Hockley in Titanic), but it changedafter
the first game to Richard Epcar.
With all this in mind, it is not a stretch to say that
Tetsuya Nomura used this beloved character to speak to
the players. The following is the conversation that was
exchanged between Ansem and the protagonists as he
died in Kingdom HeartsIII:

Kingdom Hearts III is a video game that millions of
people were waiting over a decade for. One of those reasons
is the fact that the game marked the end of the Xehanort
storyline, also known as the Dark Seeker Saga. The game
delivered on so many moments the fanbase was looking
forward to, one which being the duel between the seven
guardians of light and the thirteen seekers of darkness in
the Keyblade War. One of the characters that the main
protagonist, Sora, defeated during the war was Ansem
Seeker of Darkness, whoIthink to be the voice of Tetsuya
Nomura, the game's creator, in Kingdom Hearts III.
In Birth by Sleep, the sixth installment in the Kingdom
Hearts, Master Xehanort forced his heart into the body
of a young Keyblade wielder named Terra. After giving
up his own body and claiming a control of Terra's, the
Terra-Xehanort (known to the fanbase as Terranort),
lost to a fight against one of Terra's best friends. Aqua.
Terranort was found with no memory of his past in the
world known as Radiant Garden by Ansem the Wise
and his apprentices. Terranort worked with Ansem the
Wise and his apprentices to study the mysteries of the
heart. Terranort and the apprentices were conducting
tests that Ansem the Wise wanted them to cease doing,
so they banished him to the realm of darkness and had
his name stolen by Terranort. Terranort, calling himself
Riku: "Ansem."
Ansem, regained his memories and turned himself and
the apprentices into heartless and nobodies. Heartless are
Ansem: "What... a journey you andIhave had!.."
people's hearts that fallen to darkness and nobodies are
the bodies, minds, and souls left behind after becoming a
Riku: You know, it's strange. I think I'm gonna miss
heartless.
you."
Terranort's nobody became known as Xemnas, and he
searched for twelve other nobodies to create Organization
Ansem: Your strength is vaster than darkness.IknewI
XIII whose true goal was to create an artificial Kingdom never stood a chance. Part of me wanted to defy my fate...
Hearts to give a piece of Xehanort's heart to thirteen but when the others betrayed us, I foundI did not care.
empty vessels. Meanwhile, Terranort's heartless searched And then nothing else seemed to matter anymore."
for seven princesses of pure heart to be forced to fight the

Sora: "Ansem..."
Ansem: "What? It is time to move on boy... there is
more to seek... so go forth now and seek it."
As speaking through Ansem, Tetsuya Nomura started
ofFby reminiscing about the journey that he and the player
has had throughout theDark Seeker Saga. When Riku says
that he is going to miss Ansem, that is the player talking
about how he is going to miss Ansem and the saga. Sora
resembles how sad that the player is because our time with
the Xehanorts are over and the saga we have been playing
for seventeen years is finally over. When Ansem says his
final lines, that is Nomura tellingthe players that although
this saga hasbeen fun,it is time to move on to thenext saga
and enjoy the journey we have had but look forward to the
new one right around the corner. It is saddening for me
to realize that the first saga of my favorite game that truly
has had an impact on mylife is over, and it is fitting for the
first true villain to be the one letting me know it is time
to be ready for an even more bemusing and phenomenal
adventure. The music Nomura chose to be playing during
this scene made it even more epic than it already was.
It may seem ridiculous to some that there are plenty of
people, like myself, that have been impacted by this game
and that people just do not know how to feel about this
adventure being concluded, but this scene was something
fans needed, and Nomura knew that. Speaking through
this long-beloved character was a way that he knew he
could talk to the players and prepare us for whatever
comes next. Let me say to all of you reading, the next saga
will be even crazier and more confusing than the last,
but let us not dwell in the past, but rather, appreciate the
continuation of Kingdom Hearts and prepare for the new
battles and stories Nomura takes us on.

The Notre Dame Cathedral: from
catastrophe to collaboration
Emma Gobbi
Contributing Writer

This past Monday, April 15th, a great tragedy occurred. The monumentally historic,
850-year-old Notre Dame Cathedral caught fire, burning most of its central spire and
roof. Across the world, people have been mourning the devastation. The Cathedral was
not only a popular tourist attraction, attracting more than 12 million visitors per year,
but also deeply spiritual for the Christian community. It encompassed a great deal of
history, beautifully depicted throughout the building with priceless pieces of art, as well
as the architecture. Luckily, most of the art pieces have been saved and moved from the
Cathedral, as it will have to undergo extensive repairs. Sadly, the historic spires burned
down, as well as a large chunk of the frame of the building.
The Notre Dame Cathedral's symbolism stands for hope, intellectual, and cultural
power, and is known to be "The Heart of the City." Over the past hundreds of years, the
Cathedral has been the venue of royal weddings, crowning's, masses, tours, as well as
many other events. As 400 firefighters were battling the flame engulfed building, they
found it difficult to reach the fire because of the height of the building, especially the
spire, and because of how central the fire was on the Cathedral. The spire was built in the
early 1800s during a restoration effort.
I believe the fire spread through the roof since it was being renovated, and would
be easy for flames to travel through, simply spreading to other compartments of the
building. Additionally, the Cathedral's attic was comprised ofmostly wood, whichburns
very easily, and the fire had easy access to oxygen in order to continue burning, since

it had burned through the roof. Every beam of the Cathedral attic's wooden frame was
made from anentire tree- about 1,400 of them.It is evident that the fire started andspread
through the attic, where it was a dry and dusty environment. The attic was essentially the
perfect spot for a fire to ignite, combined with the dust and debris. The lower sections of
the building were built from stone, which explains why the fire stayed at such a central
location. The reason the fire spread so quickly from the roof to the spire is because the
spire also had a wooden frame that was outlined in lead, while most other parts of the
building are made of stone.
While people across the world have pledged to donate millions of dollars for the
repairs and renovations of the Notre Dame Cathedral, once again, the symbolism of the
building itself will not be entirely the same. It may look similar, but some of the history
burned down with the Cathedral. What is more important however, is how people are
handling the situation. While some history was lost, it is vital to rebuild for the future.
To me, the Notre Dame Cathedral symbolizes communities coming together for a higher
purpose, andthat is exactly what they are doing. Thousands ofpeople havebeen gathering
outside of the Cathedral since the fire broke out, praying for its safety. This heartbreak
represents a community uniting in great strength, hope, and purpose. Ithink the fact
that people are coming together to rebuild the Cathedral after such a devastating event
is so powerful and meaningful because of how divided the world is. When catastrophes
like these occur, people empathize with each other, grieve together, and come back even
stronger.If people can put aside their differences and work together after a massive event
such as this, we should be able to do the same in our day to day lives.
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Diversity: breai( out of your bubble
Clare Luttrel
Contributing Writer

Throughout my three years at Bryant,Ihave had a unique experience as a result of my
two international roommates. Living with them has opened my eyes to different cultures
and countries in the world. Not only haveIbeen able to learn from them, but I've also been
able to teach them about my culture and what things are important to me and different
for them. Everything from Independence Day to Alumni weekend; from coloring Easter
The road to diversity can take many paths and take on varied forms.
eggs to deep frying a turkey on Thanksgiving. This has provided me with the ability to
When you first start your college career, everyone knows that a good roommate is learn more about my culture as they are constantly asking questions. My roommates
essential. Other than choosing where to attend college, choosing a roommate is just have provided me with valuable skills thatIwill be able to take forward with me after I
as stressful, if not more. As a female, this is going to be the personI am going to take leave Bryant and begin my future in the working world. Living with them has made me
Instagram pictures with, cry with, and most importantly share clothes with. Most people want to travel more and understand more cultures, whichIbelieve will be essential in
hunt for the perfect roommate on Facebook, however, for me, it was a bit different.
this ever-globalized world we are now living in. Having an international roommate is
BecauseIam an athlete, my coach paired me with another incoming freshman. A few not always easy, you have to deal withbreaks away from them, time difference and a very
months before we arrived in early August,Iwas informed that my first college roommate long journey if you want to visit, but there are so many aspects to having an international
would be a girl coming all the way from The Netherlands. Automatically,Ihad millions roommate thatIwould never change.
of thoughts rush through my mind.I had no clue what to expect. I didn't even know
Now not everyone will have the opportunity to live with an international student.
how well she could speak English. From the moment we met, it was like a nonstop social ButIurge you to remember that the whole point of college is to expand your knowledge.
experiment.Ilearned Dutch words and sayings,Ilearned about how their Christmas is Don't look for the comfort of the familiar but burst out of your bubble. Whether it be a
different than ours,Ilearned how their education system works, and so much more.
roommate or a chance to study abroad, or chances to spend time with people of different
But it didn't end there.
races or religions, now is the chance to do those things.
As freshman year came to an end andIparted ways with my 'Dutchie',Itransitioned
into rooming with my current roommate, from England. Just like The Netherlands and
Please don't waste it.
America, England and America have their major differences. Fortunately, I had the
opportunity to learn first hand from my roommate. H^sre is never a day thatIdon't learn
more British 'slang' or about The Queen and her corgis.
Now a couple of Europeans know how to dance "The Cotton Eye Joe," and an
American knows that long walks and ice cream are hangover cures.

Reparations aren't about money
Roy L. Brooks
MCT Campus

A commission to study government redress for the
atrocities of slavery and Jim Crow — what is popularly
referred to as "black reparations" — is the subject of bills
introduced in Congress. Most Democratic presidential
contenders also have come out in support of HR 40, the
House bill, putting the issue on the table for the 2020
election cycle.
For African Americans and the nation as a whole, the
question of reparations is the most significant issue in the
quest for racial equality since the passage of civil rights
legislation in the 1960s. With race relations today severely
challenged and getting worse, black reparations can be an
opportunity to turn things around — but only if we seize
upon this moment with probity and intelligence.
A primary risk comes from the poor judgments of
zealous supporters of black reparations. Too many of them
have branded black reparations as a campaign for cash
reparations, white punishment or white guilt. Framing
the matter in this way is too inelegant a response to the
exceptional acts ofhuman degradation wrought by slavery
and Jim Crow.
Any commission on reparations has a more delicate
and complex task. It must ask: How can the government
attain moral clarity in the aftermath of slavery, the nation's
worst atrocity? What conditions are necessary to repair
the broken relationship between the government and the
victims of that atrocity?
Black reparations is not a recent idea. Public calls for
reparations were first made after the Revolutionary War
and throughout the antebellum period. At the end of
the Civil War, ex-slaves sought redress from Congress.
In response, an ex-slave pension bill was introduced
in Congress, but went nowhere fast. Since then, each
generation of African Americans has asserted the need for
redress.
Today's call for and conceptualization of black
reparations is heavily shaped by the Federal Republic of
Germany's response to the Holocaust after World War
II. German political leaders took as the primary lesson
of the Holocaust that atrocities can occur — even in a
government run by highly educated and sophisticated
individuals — when a nation's leaders fail to identify with
a segment of its society.
The fundamental purpose for redressing atrocities,
then, is to accentuate a common humanity between
perpetrator and victims. Properly understood, a reparation
is the revelation and realization of this common humanity.
This same kind of understanding helped to persuade
Congress to commission a 1980 study of the internment

of Japanese Americans during World War 11. The
commission's report resulted in a redress program that,
not unlike Germany's program, extended a governmental
apology and redress payments in various forms to those
who were relocated and imprisoned in camps. Republicans
andDemocrats alike supported the authorizing legislation,
the Civil Liberties Act of 1988. President Reagan signed it
into law.
The next year.Rep. John Conyers (D-Mich.) introduced
the first HR 40, calling for the creation of a commission
to study black reparations. He reintroduced it every
year thereafter until 2017, but the bill never made it out
of committee. The current HR 40 is sponsored by Rep.
Sheila Jackson Lee (D-Texas); Sen. Cory Booker (D-N.J.)
introduced parallel legislation in the Senate this month.
Since the initial introduction of HR 40, scholars
have fashioned two competing redress models. The first
is the settlement model, also called the tort model. It is
backward-looking and victim-focused. Its reparative
scheme is designed to financially
compensate victims
for their demonstrable loss, and, sometimes, to deliver
punitive justice.
Supporters believe that wrongs as mortal as slavery and
Jim Crow should not go unpunished and victims should
not go without individual relief. Redress is thus seennot as
a moral imperative but as a legal claim and the quotidian
language of tort litigation — statute of limitations,
property and restitution law, calculation of damages —
takes center stage. This approach, in my view, exaggerates
the complexity and contentiousness of what ought to be a
mutual movement toward racial reconciliation.
There is no apology or admission of guilt by
the perpetrator under the tort model; no personal
accountability. There is only a settlement, which allows
the perpetrator to declare victory and go home. It does
less well by the victims. South African scholars report that
victims of apartheid who received cash reparations were
poor again within a year of receiving them.
The atonement model, by contrast, is forward-looking
and perpetrator-focused. It pursues restorative justice. In
other words, the goal is for the perpetrator to reclaim its
moral character by initiating conditions that help repair
its broken relationship with the victims. Restorative
justice imbibes a post-Holocaust vision of redress whereby
the perpetrator comes to recognize and identify with the
victims' humanity.
Under the atonement model, redress comes in two
stages. First and foremost, the perpetrator issues an
apology and tenders some form of reparations; the victims
then calculate the sincerity of the apology by the weight
of the reparations. Hence, more than the victims' loss —
for no reparation can fully compensate the victims of an
atrocity — reparations give substance to the perpetrator's
apology.

Cash payments to individual victims are but a small
part of the reparative package under the atonement model
wherever it has been implemented. The most effective
reparations are "rehabilitative," as they are designed to
nurture the group's self-empowerment and communitybuilding. In the case of African Americans, rehabilitative
reparations must begin with the lingering effects of slavery
and Jim Crow, including the racial gaps in homeownership
(43 percent of African Americans are homeowners,
compared with 73 percent of whites), net family wealth
(the median white household owns 86 times the assets
of the median black household) and educational funding
(predominantly black school districts annually receive
$23 billion less in K-12 funding than similarly sized white
school districts).
Forgiveness is the second step under the atonement
model. It may not be immediate or automatically
forthcoming. And yet, once an appropriate apology
and sufficient reparations are provided, the question of
forgiveness arrives on each victim's desk like a subpoena;
it necessitates a response. Forgiveness evolves over time
as the perpetrator and victims negotiate and adjust the
reparations.
Many questions, philosophical and practical, arise
even under the atonement model. How is it that African
Americans today are victims of slavery such that they
are entitled to reparations for that atrocity? Has not the
debt the government owes to blacks based on slavery been
paid off with the blood of soldiers during the Civil War?
Does the-claim for redress lend itself to identity politics or
victimhood? How is it possible to calculate the appropriate
amount of reparations? Would black immigrants or rich
African Americans be eligible for reparations? Scholars
have worked out nonpartisan answers to these important
questions.
Renowned philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer observed
that every truth passes through three stages before it is
recognized. In the first stage it is ridiculed, in the second
stage it is opposed, and in the third stage it is regarded as
self-evident. That our government must at long last redress
the atrocities of slavery and Jim Crow has now reached the
second stage.Ihave no doubt that it will reach the third if
we can come to see reparations as not about our past, but
about our future.
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Internal conflict nobody sees, but all face
Thomas Maranian
Variety Editor

(Fernweis) How

we perceive things changes our lives, day by day.

One thing that makes us all so unique, as humans,is our perception. How we perceivfe
things either restricts or unlocks our scope of the world we live in. In fact, how we
perceive things is quite honestly what determines how we grow, develop, and become
learned. How we perceive things yesterday is not how we will perceive things today and
certainly not how we will perceive things tomorrow. Every day, we become more known
about how things operate in our inner circles, societies, and nations. That said, we are
also all faced with a foray of emotions in order to cope, understand, or contravene as
direct responses to all that breaks through the shield barrier into our minds. When we
experience great joy in the perceivable world, our minds are filled with a certain degree
of elation, and we feel bliss. Often times we think words cannot express how much
happiness we are feeling—though this is a fallacy, for anyone has the ability to put into
words what he or she is feeling. Though, as much as we are sometimes delighted, we all
face a significant amount of more damaging thought that, gradually, over time, leads to
our destruction. The harsh truth of the matter is that some of us endure the damage and
come out emotionally stronger than ever before while some of us are forever lost. Let this
be known: everyone has the capabilities to endure, but some are just not aware of the
how. We are—every one of us—human, and because of that set in stone fact, there is no
arguing that point. The mind is built like a temple; anything may enter the sanctuary,
though if danger approaches and lingers long enough, the pillars are slowly battered
down to the point where nothing is left to hold up the structure. Fear not.It is a beautiful
thing that anything can enter the temple—the mind. We are tasked with sorting bad
from good, and knowing how to deal with the bad so that more good can eventually take
hold and dominate.
The key, if nothing else, to get out of this discourse is this:perception trumps all else.
How we view things after we are exposed to them, or in other words, how the mind
digests information that it receives, is fundamentally what determines how we move
forward and eat again and again and again. Do youunderstand? Let me clarify by saying
that the mind digests information, much faster than we need to eat food, but as soon as it
digests, it is hungry for more, and so as we are constantly learning new concepts, people,
theories, etc., each previous bit of food—information—determines how each new bit of
food—information—is digested, thought of, and perceived. So, because anything may
enter the mind at any point in time, the pillars are in a constant state of uneasiness, at
least until our digestion of information and perception take place. If we perceive things
as good, then good it will be. If we perceive things as bad, then bad it will be. The brain
is the most complex part of a human being. Even whilst we sleep, our minds are active,
otherwise we would not dream or feel or even live. As much as the heart keeps us going,
so too is it the brain's job.
Here is another harsh truth; all this talk of perception, cognizance, and emotion
is just that—it is merely talk. No one sees what we think. No one will ever hear about
how we struggled in life and of our constant battles we went through on a daily basis.
No one will ever know why we do the things we do. One can study the theoretical mind
and attempt to uncover all of its secrets, but just the same as philosophy, there are hardly
ever any clear-cut answers. And so, the question must be asked of what makes a human
so intelligent and strong? It is not our appearances that matter, but our perception and
mindfulness. If we could withstand to take in and digest any bit of information in the
world without crying on the inside or out, becoming angry, delving into despair, losing
confidence or hope, or giving in to temptation, then everyone in every part of the world
would probably be sore in the face from smiling so much. Truly, everything that causes
us to do the things we do and every decision we make is based on if we ingest things as
bad or good. No two people's minds are exactly the same, and thus is why no two people
take in any one bit of information in the exact same manner.
When we are faced with strife, and depending on how severe it is, homeostasis is lost.
It might even seem impossible that we will ever be able to return to the state we were in
once before, prior to conceiving of the terrors that now haunt us. Love is perhaps one of
the most painful emotions anyone can go through. For the purposes of this discourse.

the focus will remain on mental emotion and not physical pain, for physical pain is a
whole other topic that will be examined in the future. And so, we have this idea of love.
Yes, we should discuss this in great depth.
Love, in all degrees, can literally kill us. People have died from broken hearts in
the past and will continue to in the future. Skeptical on that? Go look it up! You will
know of what I speak of. If a relationship takes a turn for the worse—or perhaps the
better—and one person's temple—mind—is breached and the pillars are destroyed,
restoration is palpable, but fewer things can now be done to mend such a state of being.
Those include doing the things we love doing and focusing on our future goals we eagerly
seek to accomplish, meeting new people that are much better off for us, identifying what
brought about this state of being and making good on it, forgiving others and definitely
ourselves, and time itself. The saying that time heals all wounds is quite deceiving. Here
is a better version of that: time heals all wounds if we set ourselves up for restoration, but
time will do squat if we linger on the past and allow pain after pain to resurface in our
minds. We might think nothing can be done, but that is a fallacy. We can always work
towards our restoration. Temples can be rebuilt, and our minds are, without a doubt,
temples. We have to want it, though. If we give up, whatever or whoever caused us such
agony will have won and we will have lost.
See things in this way, and we just may strengthen those inner pillars. None of us
wants to lose; that is no surprise or revelation. Losing is part of winning. Our minds will
lose time and time again, but they will win a lot more once we endure and fortify our
perception. There is always a way, whether we want to find it or not. There is always a
path, whether we wish to take it or not. There is always hope, whether we wish to believe
there is or not.Regardless of our choice, there will always be these things.If we choose to
find the way, take the path, and believe in a hope, we will endure. If we decide to wallow
away and give up, we are lost and the process and journey end there. And so,Isay to us
all, if the temple is destroyed, rebuild it not to its former brilliance but to a new sort of
magnificence far, far greater than before. One step back, three steps forward. Live by this
code and no matter what hits us, our perception will have grown exponentially to the
point where, yes, nothing will phase us. Anger, sadness, guilt, despair—nope. Fear, death,
the unknown—nope. Not even love. Soon enough, we will come to digest allinformation
in the same way, and that will be as opportunities to grow from, opportunities to get
something out of, and opportunities to teach valuable lessons.
When was the last time you cried?Ipersonally criedlast Saturday. What for,Ido not
remember. If you think crying is for snowflakes, think again. That is as dumb as ego and
pride. We cry because we are human and it is yet another process the body goes through
as a way to cope with feelings too great to bear in mind, in one particular moment. Keep
in mind that nothing is unbearable. We only sometimes think that they are unbearable.
But believe it; nothing is. So do not shun tears. Do not be afraid of them or think they are
foolish or making you weak. You are weak for not wanting to cry. It is a way to help you
grow. Only a fool does not want to cry. Now, on the other hand, if you actually cannot cry
for whatever reason, do not be alarmed or frightful. Crying is just one method we have at
our disposal as part of the process of dealing with how we perceive things.If we perceive
things as bad, we cry tears of some sort of pain. If we perceive things as good, we cry tears
of some sort of joy. Always remember that there are other ways to cope.
The greatest lessons are learned from the most terrifying, horrific, and destructive
experiences we go through. We have to understand that life is a process, first and foremost.
When we acknowledge this, we can discern that any and all lessons only further our
learned mindsets and our drive to increase our knowledge and understanding. And so,
it is not only in our best interests, but also what we are tasked with doing that we must
focus on what truly matters in our life in the long term, intermediary term, and short
term. It is so easy to forget what we were setting out to achieve on a particular day when
on that same day we face a situation that results in destructive perception. But know
this: life will go on, we are better off without the person or thing in our lives that caused
us discord, and things do get better. It is so vital to devote our efforts towards our goals
at all three levels and to not stray from our paths we intended for ourselves before our
perceptions altered. By continuing to work towards these goals, we will find it much
easier to endure and find peace.
If we cannot forgive ourselves, a part of us will always be living in the past, when
we were faced with new, undesirable perceptions. The past is great to study, but not to
actually live in. We must live in tomorrow, as well as today. We must set ourselves up
for success by visualizing what, tomorrow, we want life to be like. And yes, we are good
enough, we are worth it, and we are all beautiful beings. Forgive others, too. Anyone
who caused harm must be forgiven, no matter the severity, otherwise vendettas will
bring about our destruction. ThinkI am wrong? The best way to learn is to experience a
situation on your own. Test it out and you will see.
We are creatures of adaptation and habit. Because of this, we will always eventually
adapt to circumstances. Our inner trials might be short in length or quite lengthy, and
while no one can truly know how much we struggle with them, we will, at the proper
moment, get through the worst of it and the ugly of it. However, once we become fearless
and unbreakable individuals, and all things perceived are for our personal gain, we will
realize that all of it—all the struggling and "undesirable" emotions—is for our benefit
and long-term progression. At least, it all can be...
There is but one journey that matters most and it is life itself. We must make it a
process. We must see it as having ups and downs, for if we expect only goodness to
come, we will never learn. We can think of all information as input and our responses,
as a result of what goes on inside our minds, as output. We can think of all negativity
as a bullwhip effect and as an attempt to break down the pillars of our inner temples.
Always remember: the temple can be destroyed but it can always be rebuilt. One step
back, three steps forward. Now is the pain. Then comes the awakening. Then comes the
enlightenment. Finally comes the understanding.
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Have you met Alfredo yet? You should!
Elana Williams-Leonard
Opinion Editor

(Elana Williams-Leonard) Alfredo

overseeing operations in tlie Academic Center for

Excellence

As the Spring semester comes to an end and final presentations, papers, and projects
are piling up, there is no doubt that the vast majority of us are feeling a familiar stress
accumulate to such a great extent. This is the final stretch, now, though as we all know, it
can be quite difficult to get through as the last few weeks can feel like an eternity. Despite
this,Ihave some great news.Iam here to tell you to have no fear because Alfredo is here
to help! If you haven't met Alfredo yet, you really should. He is the reason we have the
Academic Center for Excellence (ACE) at Bryant University. He oversees and controls
everything ACE related and makes sure each and every students gets the help they both
eagerly desire and deserve. He also administers to all of the Writing Consultants and
Peer Tutors by giving them guidance to find the best strategies to help you during this
stressful time.
He wants you to remember that "Bryant University's Academic Center for Excellence
oflFers a variety of support services-from math tutoring to writing assistance-to students
of all levels and majors. Our peer tutors are trained and certified by The College Reading
and Learning Association. ACE also offers a variety of walk-in learning labs, which
allow you to work closely with a subject-matter specialist in areas such as economics,
accounting, or finance. The center also offers quiet study areas with couches, tables and
wireless access."
Furthermore, "Many motivated Bryant students visit The Academic Center for
Eicellence (ACE) and the Writing Center for help in assimilating to the University's
rigorous academic standards. Students who use ACE services five times or more typically
see a 0.3 to 0.5-boost in their CPA. ACE offers individual learning and study strategy
assessments, one-on-one conferences with learning specialists, peer tutoring and group
sessions, and more. The Writing Center provides one-on-one conferences with writing
specialists, peer tutoring in writing, and writing workshops. One-on-one conferences
with English as a Second Language writing specialists are also available."
If you need help with an assignment, do not hesitate to reach out to Alfredo. He
will help you book an appointment or tell you about the lab and writing center hours
available. You can either reach his office assistants at (401) 232-6746, you can simply walk
right into the Academic Center for Excellence and speak with him personally. He is there
from lOam-lOpm on weekdays and from 5pm-10pm on Sundays. He is looking forward
to seeing you!

The Year of the Beginning performance
Matthew Carvalho
News Editor
Leukemia and lymphoma are cancers that affect
hundreds of thousands of people every year. Lymphoma
is a cancer of the lymphatic system which weakens the
immune system, and leukemia is a cancer that affects
the bone marrow and blood. Fabio Castro, an alumni
of Saint Raphael Academy in Pawtucket, Rhode Island,
was diagnosed with Leukemia at the end of his freshman
year of high school. With the help of Moira Carraher, a
Saint Ray's alum and teacher, Castro wrote a play called
"The Year of the Beginning" to document his journey
from illness to recovery. It is an honest retelling of the
heartbreak, pain, and struggles of living with cancer. The
Year of the Beginning is a play about family, friendship,
love and survival. It is the story about making each day
count. There will be a staged reading of the show to
celebrate Fabio's life at Saint Raphael Academy's Joseph
and Blanche Coutu Theater. His sister Briana continues
to honor Fabio's memory, and she has beennominated for
Man/Woman of the Year for the Leukemia Lymphoma

for A SfefMl rerfmntmce ef

Society. She is campaigning to raise $50,000 for the society
to honor Fabio's memory and his fight against cancer.
Come watch the staged reading of the terrific show written
by Castro and the play's director which features actors
from the past and present of Saint Raphael Academy's
drama club, including a member of Bryant University's
class of 2022, Elizabeth Rose Moody. The staged reading
will not be a full production, but rather a retelling of
Fabio's powerful and emotional story. In 2014, Fabio lost
his battle with Leukemia, and the reading is being done
to help celebrate his life. In honor of Fabio, his family,
and in honor of anyone who is suffering or has suffered
from cancer, please come support Brianna's campaign.
Admission is pay what you can, and all donations will
go to Briana Castro's campaign efforts. Please join us
on April 27 at St. Raphael Academy at 7pm in the Coutu
Theatre. 123 Walcott St Pawtucket, RI02865.
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4 3 6 7
7 6 9 1
1 9 3 4
6 5 8 9
9 8 2 3
3 2 5 6
5 4 7 8
8 7 1 2
2 1 4 5
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SHOWERS

MAY

{gVER 100,000 PEOPLE
^AVE APPLIED FOR A

ONE-V.AYTRIPTO
JJLUMZE MARS IN 2022.

w w w.br yantarchway.com
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OUR BUS IS
BEST BET.

Plan your next group
outing to Mohegan Sun
on Flagship Trailwaysl
Why Drive?
For Information and
Special Offers Call:
Flagship Trailways
401.946.6705 or
1.S00.672.6705
www.flagshiptrailways£om
Bonus poctei9«s a m issued to individuals 21 years of og# or older. To receive
a cosifto bonys packoge. po»sertgef» must hov« o Hom#fttwm card of b«
abJe to sign
for a Momentum card on day of frovet. PfQpmr identification
reqoiried. Wsase vh»W fhe 8w« Harketing Window for offtciot rvl«s. Offer
suiUect to change Without notice, mohegansunxoii^^n .

Why not extend your day?^
Visit nmymohegansunxom
to view your hotel rates.

Aoril 26th. 2019

Ronzio
PIZZA & SUBS

w r X i .Q.

$5 OFF

ANY LARGE OR
X-LARGE PIZZA
4 - 8 PM DAILY

NOW INTRODUCING
PASTA DISHES
STARTING AT $3.99!

401-531-6620

